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College Rep Notes - Sept. 20, 2013

Please note the need for estimates (and verification of what I have noted from the meeting)
with Adobe products. I will build a spreadsheet with what the needs are for both DCP/labs
as well as faculty/staff estimates. I can echo some comments that Ralph shared with me in
that Adobe is just trying to build a business model that satisfies their needs and not taking
the good of those that manage labs of their product into consideration. Until I can present
estimates to Tom/Aux that we can go to Adobe and say, "guess what, this is all we need"
and hopefully that "need" doesn't exceed what they "think" we need and are trying to
charge us for. Academic Affairs accounts for the largest sum of Adobe license users so we
have the opportunity to present the realistic numbers to Adobe and then plead our case.
Hopefully we all can take the time to provide fair estimates. Thanks!

Phishing - ask directors to send to faculty per AITC meeting
        make up posters to communicate no asking of B NetID/password

Product reviews of publisher cloud sites
        breakdown review status by products
        CELCIS testing
        re-review dates/time - what would kick-off a re-review

Ops reports with LabStat figures to date (not required)
Submit by November 1
LatStats tracking only logins

full scope implemented by January 1

Collecting data with LabStats - let the student know - how on login can it be communicated
that LabStats is enabled?
encrypted ID is the identifier

Adding college computing committee chair to college rep meetings? Start in January.

Adobe license - intend on putting into a spreadsheet but for now...
Need numbers, of any Creative Cloud product, that a) what is in the labs today, b) what you
need in the labs in the future, c) what the faculty/staff needs are in the future

Fine Arts
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225 license in labs
250 license on other systems

CoAviation
today
3 creative suite
4 web premier
2 CS 6 premier
4-6 DW CS4
24 Acrobat
Need how many Creative Cloud license will be needed in labs as well as faculty/staff

HCoB
Labs
257 DW/Fireworks
80 Indesign/Photoshop
10 Creative suite
257 total Creative Cloud license would be necessary

Faculty/staff
140 Acrobat Pro
small numbers for Creative Suite, InDesign and Photoshop (<5)

CHHS
38 Acrobat
small numbers of other products
Need how many total Creative Cloud will be needed in labs as well as faculty/staff

CEAS
40 total for DCP labs needed (dual boot units)
~20 faculty/staff for Acrobat and other products

Need numbers from...
CAS
CoEHD
Library - faculty/staff estimates 
OIT - lab estimates

Around the table
Library - has faculty computing distribution occured? already distributed by the Provost
office
CoEHD - Maverick OS coming? - adding 3 printers and renaming existing - John needs IP,
MAC and naming standard
CFA - where to get Microsoft OS? ISO's on LAN share
CEAS - V-stack proof of concept; $7k to install and $3k/month just to test - wireless
challenges out at CEAS - college career fair is Sept 26
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Aux - Dell rep direct contact - more than 20 items can present a price break, contact Robert
- CDWG wants to work with WMU and competitive pricing
EUP - Art Prize at Rose Street, 6,500lb tree from CFA- Adobe Connect Pro use is exploding
CAS - Mac SmartShield is not working with AD
SmartShield updates - account name=benjamin pw=gdpgz
OIT - Whitman Saddle building video conference - trouble with Ghost; spreadsheet with
details of labs and using Ghost to be distributed by Fawn; MDT (Microsoft) use in future -
UDFI
Faculty refresh...what systems are being purchased? CEAS testing HP all-in-one; CAS has
a Mac and Dell laptop option but department can add $ to up the config
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